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The problem of donee output during the numerl,_l eolutlon of _n ordinary
differential equation, uein_ a Bunse-Kutta algorithm, o_n severely reduce the •
e_fioienoy of the lntosration method. A set of scaled'Runse-Kutta algorithms
top the thir.<;- through firth-orders are developed to determine the solution at
any point wCthin the lntesration step at a relatively small increase in oom-
putins time. £aoh scaled algorithm ta designed to be used with an extstin8
Rungo-Kutta formula, using the dertvatCvo evaluations of the defCntng aigort_hm
along with an additional derivative evaluation (or. two). ThCrd-order, scaled
algorithms are embedded within the existing formulas at no additJ.onal deriva-
tive expense. Such algorithms can be easily adapted to generate interpolatin8
polynomials (or dependent variable stops) efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
The Runse-Kutta algorithm, designed to treat the initial value problem
dy = f(t,y) , Y(to) = Yo (1)
where y is an n-vector, is an explicit single-step algorithm. A linear combi-
nation of derivative evaluations to approximate a truncated Taylor series Is
used. These algorithms ere frequently used in solving the ordinary differen-
tial equation (ODE) because of their high accuracy and simplicity. For Runge-
t. Kutta methods to perform effloiently, however, the algorithms must be operated
at an optimal step size that is consistent with the truncation error criteria.
k significant reduction in efficiency may be encountered if frequent data
output is requested. This difficulty arises because the Runge-Kutta algorithm
determines the solution only at the end points of the integration steps; thus,
the step size must be reduced to coincide with the requested output points.
Shampine, Watts, and Davenport (ref. I) have shown, however, that reduction of
the step size by this procedure seriously impairs _he efficiency of the method;
i.e., the efficiency of the Runge-Kutta algorithm depends on the ability to use
large step sizes whenever permlsslble during the solution of the ODE. (Unlike
i_ the multistep methods, a backlog of solution points for an interpolati._gpolyno-
mial is generally unsatisfactory. This is due to the large step sizes used by
the Runge-Kutta methods, which provide too wide a spacing for an accurate
o interpolating polynomial.)
An alternate procedure for data determination may be developed. This pro-
cedure allows the Runge-Kutta algorith_ to be operated by using a near-optimal
step size While still providing the solution at an intermediate point for only
a alight increase in expense. Such a procedure, first developed for Runge-
Kutta-Nystroem methods (ref. 2), involves the development of a companion
algorithm of equivalent order, using the function evaluations of the basic
algorithm plus an additional evaluation (or two). The new scaled algorithms
1
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glve the solution vector at an Intermedlate point t = tc  hw where h# = oh
wlth o a_ _ome positive _callng parameter us_ally le_s than unity. For each
set o£ coefficients in a Rungs-Kerfs formula, a family of_scaled algorithms
exlsta with varying v¢luee of e. These values must be used in conjunction A
wlth their partlouler defining set o£ coefflcient_, or the oftlclency features
o£ the now slgorlthms arc was_ed.
The derlvatlon of the sealed algorithms ar,d a llst of coefficients for
wr'ying values o£ _ are presented for the embedded pairs o£ Runge-Kutta
third- through flfth-order formulas developed by Fehlherg (ref_ 3) and another
th_rd-ordt_rformula, RKT(2)3, by Bettis.I The coefficients listed in table V
have been _enerated In double precision on the Univac 1110 system and verified
by the subroutine RKEO,2 which evaluates truncation error coefficients through
the 12th-order for Runge-Kutta methods. These scaled Rungs-Kerfs coefficients
have been copied dlrectly from the generating programs into a large cb_puter
processing system for reproduction. Similarly, the scaled coefficients lis_ed
/ in rational form ha_, been computed with the ald of a rational arithme%i_ p_ck-
age and verified by subroutine RKEQ before being copied into the word proees-
slng system. A discussion of the implementation of the new algorithms is
included.
THE SCALED RUNGE-KUTTA ALGORITHM
The basic Runge-K_tte algorithm of or_er p for the solution of equation
(I) assumes the form
[!
y(to = Yl + 0(hp H L =Yo + h Z CK fK + 0(hP+I) (2a)
K=0
where
to = f(to,Yo) (2b)
and t
It ¢-I 1
f_:= f o  °4(h,Yo + h r BK, X tL (20)
Iprivate communication.
2M. K. Horn: A Computer Program for Determining Truncation Error Coefficients
for Runge-Kutta Methods. JSC IN 80-FM-13, Feb. 1980.
2
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for K • 1,2,...O where the _, _, and C ooefflelentawere selectedme
that the algorithmicnolUtlon Yl le eq,lvalentto a Taylor sum of order p.
_peolflcally,comparingthe Taylor oar,lee expansionof the al_orlth_Iosolu-
tion to the Taylor eer_e_expansion of the aolutlonvector (term by term),re- #
mult_ in severalerror coefflolenta(T_.4)for each order i. For an algorithm
to be of order p, all error aoeffiolen_ must vanish for i • 1,2,...,p.
Theme vanlohlngter,_are referredto a_ equatlonsof condltlonand are the
oon_tralntsfor determiningthe _, B, and C ooeffiolents. (Thenon-
vanishingerror coefficientsfor i s p  Iare also of interestbecause
they representhow closelythe algorlthmapproachesa method of the next
higher order.) The equationsof conditionare developedwith the additional
'_ _osumptions _hat
8_,_ , c_ (3)
X#0
for K = 1,2,..._p, which definethe BK,o coefficients.
The development of the scaled algorithm requires knowledge of the
defining algorithm because the new methods use the basic coefficients and
, the derivativeevaluationsas the core of theirown system. In the scaled
algorithm,it is assumedthat an acceptablestep of length h has been taken
(i.e.;fl, f2,...,
-,_,have been evaluatedand the eolutlo_has been deter-mined at t tog and now the solution at t # t o  hshould be deter-
. mined,where
he = 0 h (4)
with a as some scalingfactorwhere,generally, o ¢ (0,1). The new scaled
Runge-Kutta algoritL_m assumes the same form as the basic Runge-Kutta algorithm
with the solution and co_Pfiotents denoted by
" I _ ptt t




i% = r(to,Yo) (Sb)
and
3
t( )_. i i i i K_I i I!; t_ , t _o $Yo+ h £ I_Kol r;_ (5o}
4
top K , 1,P--_...tpW. If tho (=i and _t ooofttoient_ oan be oho_an ,_uah
t
for K = 1,2t...,P, then the expense of applyin8 the _oaled algorith_ will be
minimal beoause fl, t2, ... , tp have already been ooaputed. Comparin8 equa-
tions (2b) and (2o) to equations (Sb) and (50) show that
t t
to = to and tK = fK if
I i






Ptot K = 1,2,...,p; _ = 0,1j...,K-1. Thus, only tp+l, ... , t t need to be _.oomputed. (While a third order algorithm exists, requirinE no additional de-
rivative evaluations, a more aoourate third-order foraula may be derived by
i#' usinE one additional evaluation. For the fourth-order algorithms, one addi-
tional evaluation is needed (pt = p + 1). For the fifth-order algorithms, two
extra evaluations are neoeseary (pl = p + 2) for a fifth-order solution, al-
l/ though a fourth-order solution Bay be obtained for only one additional
_/ evaluation.) But beoause ht = o h,
ij
;.. _{ = o_ / o (8a}
'' and
I
BK,I= BK,),/ o (8b)
4
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for K _ 1,_,,,,,p! _ _ 0,1,,,,,K-1, Thus, n_ny of the aoefftelent_ for e.oh
_o_led _igorlthm _re _ire_d¥ determined by bnlng rel_L_d to thelr oorre_pOndlr,K
ooofficinnt_ tn tho d_Ptn_ng nlgortthm by n Pnotor uP 11o,
As tn the devnlopm_nt of BgnRe-Kutt_ n1_orithmn, tho aquattonn of oondi=
it.onfor tho snn],odmcthodn mny bo _olved wlth one or morn vnlunn of the
aI or 81 ooofftolonto nn froo paromotors, 1ho mn_n Or_tor$on for oolootln_
those pnramotors to tho _tnlmi_ntlon of tho norm of tho orror coofflolont_ for
the firot noRlcotod term in tho Taylor noting oxp_nnlon. More _pooif_oally,
l,ho accuracy of on nlgorSthm of ordor p may bo lmprovod by roduoing tho orror
ooeffioiento for ordor p.l so thnt
Op. 1 : LJ=l Tp ` t 0(91
approaches a minimum, where Xp+l is the number of error coefficients of
order p+l. As in the Runge-Ku_ta algorithm development, however, secondary
conditions such as moderate bounds o_ the coefficients, show that near-optimal
t
values of Op „ mayproduce algorithms that are more efficient than theI
algorithm for which Gp minimum is achieved. Thus, in selecting the freem I
parameters, algorithms having a value of gp close to Op+l minimum are
studied, but it iS not demanded that Gp+1 minimum be reached.
The stability properties of the Runge-Kutta algorithms are also of con-
oern in the development of the coefficients. The stabt%lty analysiS, applied
to the single, linear differential equation
y'=Xy
determines the largest value of the step size h for which errors in the solu-
tion are not amplified by the algorithm itself, where X is any eigenvaZue of
the Jaoobian matrix {E}o of equation (1) with _ complex. For an algorithm6y
of order p and a given _, the step size h is restricted by the polynomial
pt+l tP _ (_o)P(Xh) = _  _gk (xh)k
k=O kl kfp /5 ]
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where HkI depends upon the _, f_* 01, and _o_ffloJo_t;s(rr,f. Jl). For
the al_aPlthm tO b_ s_ab].ai [P(Xh)[ < I. Of p_rtloular Jnt_l.astar_ the
polnta at whiQh t_e stabilltym4rveh ors.. tha nagatlv_ real ,axla _" nnd the
Imag_{naryaxis I . In dnvaloplng the scaled algorlthms, o_ro _hou]d hu taken
to _Intain Po_n_bl_ .t_billt_ ho_nds{ _itho_gh, if the _],_tlm_ I_ not
advanood from _h,n polnt t o + h', t,ho amplification during tho .top t_k_n by
the _lOd a$/_orlthmwould nffeot only the Jmmedl_te outpl,t.and not tim furthar
eomp. t. t :l,on_.
_' THIRD_OHDER SCALED AI_(]ORITI{MSFOR RK(_)3 FORMULAS
Coofflolento for the RKF(2)3 algorithm (ref. 3) arc found in table I while
those for the RKT(2)3 _Igorithm having lower truncation error ooefflclont_, are
listed In table If. These pa_red formulas m_y be used with either order. The
_ solution formed with the C coefficients is of the lower (second) order, and i
_::_ the solution formed with the _ coefficients is of higher (third) order. (The I
difference between the two solutions gives an estimate of the local error that
forms the basis for the step-slze control of the defining algorithm. Because
thls step-slze estimate is already available, only one scaled soZutlon is deter- 1
mined, which is of the hlgherorder.) By inserting one additional derivative
evaluation, a fourth-order, scaled algorithm may be generated (although errors
of the third or£_r will be present because of the solution obtained by the
defining Rungs-Karts algorithm.) An alternate solution, presented in the sec-
tion entitled "Embedded Third-Order SolutiOns" generates a thlrd-order, scaled
algorithm at no additional derivative expense. Because of the lack of free
parameters, no control may be exercised over the truncation error coefficients;
hence, this scaled algorithm may not be a particularly suitable third-order
method. For this reascn_ the scaled algorithm requiring one additional deriva-
tive evaluation is presented.
The assumptions employed in solving the equations of condition for the
thlrd-order algorithm (table III) are
t , =2
P2,1 = _2,1 _1 = _2 / 2 (11a)
II Ii t Ii i t2
P3,1 = 83,1el + _3,2_2 = _3 / 2 (11b)
and
¢
I I i t t t t t2
Pq,1 = 8q,lel + 8q,2(_2  8q,3_3= _ / 2 (11C)
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malong wlth CI _ 0 (During _ho development of the defining alKoplthm, equa-
t!on_ (11_) and (11b) (without #) were imposed _fld0 thu_, ape valid in the
_/ _oaled _y_em A O_hecwl_e, nuoh _umptlon_ oo.Id flo_be _rbltr_rily Impo_od
-!..: h_e_u_ the a" _nd _w ooefP_olant_ involved _re _lPn_dy dntormlned,)
The pnr.motor_Per oon_truotln_the _onlod ol_erlthmn _ro _q, _q,1,
m m
_ _. and _ _; _h_t le_ the remainingooofflolontoare o1_hor.eo_led
II II II II | II II 411 II II
C2 = (11£1- (m3 + _4 )/3 + _3 _4/2) t (_2 (=2 " a3)(Q2 - m4)) (1P)
i_,__ . .
ii with C3 and Cq determined by permuting lnd_oes, and
II II II III
Co = + - (cp + c3 + c_) (+3)
II
_; The B4,K ooefPtotents are
II II II II II II
_; 611,1 = -(C2 62,1 + C3 B3,1)1C1+ (1£Ia)
il_" * * '_ " *_ B_+,'; • Pq,2 " 6£1,1(x1 - a3(O__ /2 - lal )
_1_" 6q,2 = ...... (lqb)
+.
_; and
+-o II II 12 I tl2 II I+
_I P£1,2 " 13£1,1°11 - a2(al I /2 - B_,la 1)
Bl+,3 = .......... (11+o)i,: a'(o_"- o,")






I i i tP_ n _ mr- _ w2
P_,_ _ (1/12 - C_. _, ,lal " C3(_ 3 lal + _3,;!c_ )) / CIt (15)
W_.th _.0 computed fro_ oquntlon (3). All other p_ror,.t,or_ _trodnt._rmlnod . Iby the _,_nor_t_nR_ot oP ooofflo_ont_ uo_,nRoquRt_ono (Re) _nd (Sh). The .olu
w
tlon of the oqu_tlono of oondCt¢on _ then aohlovod wltl_ _4 ro,_i1_,L.gao a i
fr_o p,_motor. _hllo the _oolod al_orlthm for the _K(_)3 io t_ot,u_lly of fourth
order, the defln_ng a]wor_thm 1o of thlrd-oPdor accuracy (o_,_._oond,.ifthe
lower-order solution Io used), and henoo_ the scaled soluttor_wil1'lonly he o_
accurate a_ the computed solution at t = to, but nt lo_,_t uddlt_on_l orror_
duo to the scaled algorithm will be of higher order, b_oauso O_ = O, the
I t
value of s_ is selected to reduce O5 (eq. (9)), involving fifth-or,d_r error
K
ooefft,2ients TS. J, and to ensure reasonable magnitudes on all a_, _,
and C" coefficients (as f_r as possible). These error ooefflolont,_ar_ rela-
1tlvely insensitive to changes in _ for both the RKF(2)3 and the HKT(2)3
: formulas. Considering the R_T(2)3 formula, a near _inimal value of O5 is
,, achieved by selectin_ _ = 0.60 for o e (0.00, 0._5], or a_ = 0.50 for
i (t I
o ¢ (O._5,0.70_, aq = 0.30 for o ¢ (0.70, 0.85_, or aq = 0.10 for
• tt ;
0 ¢ (0.85,1.00). While G5 is nearly minimal for _ = 0.60 for
o ¢ (0.00, 0.85] or u_ = 0.50 for o ¢ (0.65, 1.00) for the RKF(2)3 scaled
algorithm, a scaled solution with accuracy equivalent to that of the defining
al8orithm may be achieved at no additional derivative expense. (See section
entitled "Embedded Third-Order Solutions".) Therefore, the scaled RKF(2)3 with
t one additional derivative evaluation is not recommended. Values of the scaledi" coefficients for various values of o are found in table II(b) for the RKT(2)3
) algorithm,
l,i
FOORTH-ORDER SCALED ALGORITHMS FOR THE RKF(3)_ FORMULAS
The solution of the fourth-order_ scaled RK algorithms is quite similar
il tO that of the sealed RK(2)3 ._ethods. Coefficients for a four-stage, fourth-
" order RK algorithm with an embedded third-order method for error estimation
i_._, (denoted a_ RKF(3)q), are presented in table IV(a). The construction of the
_. scaled algorithm for these coefficients requires only one additional dertva-
i,_ five evaluation, Equations (11a), (11b), and (11o) are imposed along with
8
' , , 4
and Cl • O, The free parameters for this algorithm arc a_ and PSpq, A_I I
o_hep oooff_elento are determined from exlatifl8 eo_fftetent_ un_ng equations t(On) or (8b)p or from the equ_t_ono of oondt_£on,
The Cj. nenff_etontn moybe written ao i
t
e 4 e
Ct = E (a_,j / ((J ))(17)J=l
for I = 1, 2, 3, and q, where the ai, j coefficients are determined from
the Lagrange polynomial:
n
, (X - _k)
L't (X) " k,"1 n
,, = _: at,j )_.4..1 (18)
n J=l
_" (1_t - 1Jk)k=l
Ii tl It
where n = 4 and where the definingset H • {_1,...,_n} • {a_,a3, aq, a5}
with t denoting k _ I.
The unknown _5,k Coefficientsmay be writtenas
(' /= - _: cj I_j, 1 / c5 (_9)J,,1
II tl II II II
65,z = (K2 - K_o_3)/ =2 (=2 - %) (20)
and
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1_5,3 _ (Kp_- K1 _p) / a3 (c_:3" a_) (;_1)
The Kit i_,1,2 _re defined by
w m ai m _i
Ki u PSti " B5,1 Q1 " B5,4 o_
with
_i m q • m m
P5,2 m (1/12 - _ C1 PJ,2 ) / c5 (22)
J=2 i
J-1 m m2
Pj,2 = k_l _J,k _k (23) !
Then BS,0 is determined from equation (31.
t tl IIWhile the values of a 5 and B5,4 may be varied to reduce O5 (eq. (9)),t
_i the system is most sensitive to the a5 parameter. In fact, Such a small redu_-t t
_i ,ion is achieved in O5 by changing B5,4, that this parameter is set equal to
zero in all of the scaled RKF(3)q algorithms. The a5 parameter, however, must
be selected more carefully in order to ensure a nearly minimal value of O5.
Values of the scaled coefficients for the RKF(3)4 algorithm, with various
_., values of o, are presented in table IV(b).
_._
_: FOURTH- AND FIFTH-ORDER SCALED ALGORITHMS FOR THE RK(4)5 FORMULAS
:: The complexity of the equations of condition for the fifth-order, scaled
algorithm requires that two new derivative evaluations be added. A fourth-
_ ordee, scaled solution may, however, be achieved by the use of only one addi-
:_ t_onal tunotton evaluation. Quite often, for intermediate data output, the
N, lower-order solution is sufficient and is all that is desired if the defining
. algorithm is being operated as a fourth-order method. (The fourth-order,
scaled solution for the RK(4)5 will vary slightly from that of the RK(3)_





derivative eval,atlon_ have already been _ade for the deftn_n_ algoNthm.) Per
e
the fourth-order, mealed algorithmt _G _a the onZy free parameter, while for
m J o J
:: the firth-order, sealed soZution a6, _7, 6G.2 and $6 5 re_zin am free
parameterL. Costtietonts tot a six-otaget F£tth-order Runtte-Kutta aZSorithm,
RKP(")5 IZ, developed by Fehlber& (ref. 3), are pre.ented In table V(a).
The almplify_n8 assumptions, imposeddur_ng the development of the
deftnins aZsorithm_
_-1 i I w2
PJ,1 : -Z Sj, ka k :aj /2 (2_)k=l
and
i J_l e e2 ,3ej, 2 : 6j, ka k =aj /3 (25)k:l
t
are Imposed, along w£th C1 : O, for 3 : 2, ...,pm, where pm = 6 for the
_ourth-order solution and pt : 7 for the fifth-order solution.
The Ci ooeff£otents may be written as
I PC-1 m
Ci+1 = E at,J/((J+l) ai+ 1) (26)
_'or i : 1,2, ..., pt-1, vheee the a:L,_J ter_s are del_tned by equation (18)
on the set H = {a2, a3, ..., ap*) . Then
co = I - Z: ci (27)







L." B6,1 m \J_P"C,:I 6J, 106 (21B)
i ana
136,2" = _J=30j IBJ, le6 (;!_)
Then defining
i
k , J-1 m ,3
PJ,3 = I: BJ,k: ak (301k=l I
t
.
P6,3 = (I/20 - Z Cj Pj, IC6' (31)
e
and
| II t t II
N6,3 = (K3 " K2(_q  _5)+ KI _ _5)ID3 (32)
where
e e ei e mi
Ki " P6,i " B6,1 al " $6,2 a2
with
t I t t t
D3 =(_3 (a3 " a4) (a3 - _5)
I I I I
where B6,_ and B6,5 are determined by permuting the indices on _3, a4,
s m
and _5" Then B6,0 can be evaluated from equation (3). (While equation (29)
is not nequir_, for a fourth-order solution, its inolusion helps reduce higher|
order terms used in foruKng Ge, equation (9).)
it,L
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I
For the fifth-order, soaled RKF(q)5 formulas, with the Ci ooefPielenta
determined from oquation (26),
O I J t I
B6,1 = (K1 - Zo a?)/c6(=6 - aT) (33)
and
I II I I I
B?,I = (11 " KOot6)/C7 (o7- 06) (3q)
where
j e mt e /
Ki =- Z5 c3=J 6j,1
.=2
for i = 1,2 and _++
. i/..+).87, 2 = - Cj Bj, /C (7) (35)=3 "
t t
where B6, 2 is a free parameter. With B6, 5 as an additional free parame-
t
ter, the remalnln8 B6,k coefficients may be written as
II II II II II
B6,3 = (g2" K1c'Ll)'O'3(a3"a4) (36)
and
I II I Ii i





gi = P6,i " B6,1 _1 " g6,aa2 - B6,_5
? #$ Using the definition for PJ,3, equation (30), for j = 2,3, ..., 6
. ( 6..),
P7,3 = 1/2o - Z cj Pj,3 /c? (38)
_i J=2
# # II
=: Using the values of P7,1, P7,2 and P7,3 and defiaing
_h
* J-1 , , ,
Z sj = cj z Bj,k Sk,1 / C7 (39)
"v k=3
T,,'
for J = 4,5,6, and 7,
( I(',)J=_ J=S@





| # _I # II # # gl II
A3 = (X3 - X2(cttt 5) + Xl ct4 o=j)/(_3(c{3 - ot4)((_3 - 06 )
and
i , 2 , , , = = , = , , ,
B3 = -_(_ - o6(04  o=j)  _oLS)/ot3(n3 - _1((_3 " 0'4)
and
m i mi m ei
Ki= PT,i-_,l (=1- BT,_a2
_.r 14
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with A4, A5, B4, and B_ determined by permuting the indices of the _ 's.
(B6 =_ I.) Then
4
I I
 7,j = Aj , Bj
O
for j = 3,4 and 5, and B?,O may be evaluated From equation (3).
The fourth-order solution is not extremely sensitive to the selection of
m m
0_ so that aoQeptable error coefficients ,my be determined from a given a6
m
for a r_ange of o. For o ¢ (0.00, 0.30_, o_ = 0.60, while for o ¢
(0.30, 0.55_, u6 = 0.40, and for o e (0.55, 1.00), 06 = 1.00. The parameters
for the fifth-order algorithm, however, must be selected carefully in order to
Q
ensure a near-minimal value of O6 (eq. (9)). The fifth-order solution is most
m _ m
sensitive to the 06 and _7 parameters, and (in general) B6,2 = B6,5 = O
will generate a value of O6 that is sufficiently close to OMIN. Because of
this, further variations in the parameters lead only to insignificant changes
t
in G6 and Complicate attempts to generate coefficients in rational form.
Values of the fourth-order, scaled coefficients for RKF(4)5 II are presented in
table V(b), while those for the fifth-order, scaled algorithm are listed in
table V(o).
EMBEDDED THIRD-ORDER SOLUTIONS AT NO ADDITIONAL DERIVATIVE EXPENSE
Embedded within each RK formula presented is a third-order, scaled algo-
rithm that may be obtained using no additional derivative evaluations. While
new Cm coefficients must be generated for each value of o, these computa-
tions are relatively inexpensive. However, because no additional derivative
evaluations are imposed, no free parameters are available to reduce the non-
zero truncation error coefficients. Thus, While these algorithms are of
_ third order, the truncation error coefficients for the fourth order (and
i_ higher orders) may not be small (as they are in the case of the defining
': algorithms). If a low-order estlamte Of the solution is sufflolent, this
_ third-order algorithm may be useful because it can easily be generated for any




I '_; : ..
IA mlnlmum of two nonzaro Ck ooefP1olenta, k _ 2t is required to _enor-
ate a third-order, scaled algorithm. The addltional derivative evaluations
used in the RK(3)4 and RK(4)5 formulas allow a choice oP one (o_ two) more
I
nonzero Ck's For oausinE hiEher-order truncation error ooePfioienta to van-
ish. However, the norm o£ the error coePPicients 0_, O_, and a_ (eq. (9))|
is generally smaller (Per the algorithms presented) when only two Ck ooeP£1-
oients are nonzero. For the RK(2)3 algorithm
t
Ci : 0(2o - 3_j)/(6 _i(_i - _J)) (41)
II
For i:2,J=3 and i=3,J:2. For three nonzero Ci,
i
. o(3o2 - 4O(_d +_k) + 6 _j _k)
Cl = i, (42) t
J
where (i,J,k) ¢ { (2,3,4),(3,4,2),(4,2,3) } for the scaled RKF(3)4 algorithm. !
(In general, however, equation (41) should be used for the RKF(3)4 and RKF(4)5 i
formulas presented, although the nonzero Ck's need not be C2 and C3.) i
A case of particular interest occurs for the RKF(_)5 formulas. Using .
I
i equation (42) to generate the Ck coefficients as a function of u, the one i
nonzero fourth-order truncation error coefficient may be written as a qua-
dratio in o. Thus, two values of the parameter u exist that will give a
fourth-order algorithm. For the RKF(4)5 formulas, o = 0.60 and G = 1.0 give
a fourth-order, scaled RunEe-Kutta algorithm reEardless of the defining set of
ooePflolents or the selection of Ck coefficients. Because a fourth- and a
fifth-order solution are already available at o = 1.0, however, the only
value oP interest iS _ = 0.60.
I t
If the C2 and C3 coefficients are determined by equation (41) for the
RKF(2)3 algorithm, the fourth-order, scaled truncation error coefficients are
of the same order of masnitude as those for the definin8 algorithm,
t
G4 = 0.51_4E-01. Thus, in using the RKF(2)3 algorithm, no additional deri-
vative evaluations should be used. Rather, the solution determined by




truncation error coefficients are aensiderably _Zlerl Q4 m 0.1q_?E-03, While
a _olutlon obtained by using equation (ql) is of third order, a _aled aolutlen
may not be as accurate an the =olution obtained by the defining algerit_ that
has much lower fourth-order error eoePfiOiente. While this _oaled solution In
, 4
quite accurate near t o and to ¨ (foro = 0.05, Oq = 0.4158E.03 and for
t i
o = 0,95, Oq = O.q533B-02), the error terms may be aa large as Oq = 0.1665B-
01 throughout the interval. However_ the sealed solution presented in the see-
tier entitled "Third-Order _oaled Algorithms n is actually of fourth order.
Thus, for some problems, the additional derivative evaluation may produce a
more accurate sealed solution. The simplicity of the sealed solution offered
by in equation (ql), however, may compensate for the reduced accuracy.
A study of the RKF(3)q algorithm shows that equation (ql), defined for| t
C2 and Cq, produces the most accurate third-order, sealed solution for
o_0.65. However, for o > 0.65, using a C2, C3 solution with Cq = O,
will give the best results. (Eq. (q2) produces a gq that is approximately
twice the magnitude of the best solution obtained when using eq. (ql).)
For O_ 0.05, O _ 0,3183E-03. Throughout the interval, however, Oq may be +_4
as large as 0.939OE-02.
The most important feature of the low-order, scaled RKF(q)5 forlulas Is
the existence of a fourth-order solution at e = 0.60, which requires no addl-
m
tional derivative-evaluation. This fourth-order solution with the Ck'S, de-
I _ I ,
fined by equation (42) (using C2, C3, and C5), gives G5 = 0.1978E-02. For
other values of o, a good third-order, sealed solution may be obtained using
equation (41) for C2 and C3 for all values of a, although for o ¢ (0.35,
0.55), a slightly better solution may be obtained using equation (41) to
I I I I
determine C2 and C5. For o_ O.05j Gq _ 0.2884E-03 with Oq _ 0.5376E-02
t
for o_ 0.75. For o > 0.?5, gq _ 0.2080E-01+
APPLICATION OF THE SCALED ALGORITHM
The most direct manner of applying the scaled Runge-Kutta algorithm is to
demand data output at a specific value of the independent variable. With some
maneuvering, however, numerical integration codes can be written that will
output information by specifying values of a dependent variable or by satis-




for a wide range of o (a m O.05K, K • T, ..., 19), data will _Qner_lly be
. requested for value_ of the independent v_ri_blo t • to + Oh, top values oP
o that wore not _tudlod. The slmplestm_nner of applying the algorithm would A
be to reduce the orlgln_l _top _izo slightly ,o that the requested output point
corresponds to a t • t o Pop a o of a determined algorithm. For exam-
ple, it the solution is required _t t = t o  0.87h 1 (h 1 being the predicted
step stze)t the user would let the step size be h = 0.87 hl/0.90 _ which is
less than a 4-percent reduction from the predicted step sizB. Per output
near to, the percentage of step-size reduction may be as l_rge as 50 percent
with no scaled output possible for o < 0.05 without generating the coeffi-
cients from the scaled algorithm formulas. These problems near t = t o may be
skirted in a number of ways; for example, by interpolation or by using the
third-order algorithm that requires no derivative evaluations, which is valid
for any choice of o and which has low fourth-order truncation error coeffi-
cients for o near zero.
Difficulties in applying the algorithm in such a manner may arise (1) if
the value of the independent variable for data output is not known before the
step is taken_ (2) if storage limitations restrict the number of scaled coeffi-
cients that may be retained, or (3) if dense output is requested within the in-
tegration step. In such oases, an interpolating polyno_/al may be 8eneratedj
using points determined by evaluating the scaled algorithm for several values
of o. 3thee the solution and its derivative are known at t o and t o  hta
1.; fourth-order polynomial may be determined by applying a scaled algorithm atonly one point. For the RKF(4)5 algorithm, a fourth-order solution is avail-
able for o = 0.60 requiring no additional derivative evaluations. Thus, an
interpolating polynomial may be generated quite inexpensively. (If output is
dense in one region of the interval, a different interpolating polynomial gen-
erated by scaled solutions in the neighborhood of this re_ton would be more ac-
curate. However, these points can be generated inexpensively, compared to re-
peated Runge-Kutta solutions at small step sizes.) The disadvantage of using
the interpolating polynomial is that the solution is subject to errors from the
polynomial as well as from the Runge-Kutta solution; whereas, the scaled solu-
tion iS equivalent to a Taylor series solution of oorrespondlng order.
While the scaled algorithm is designed to determine information at speo-
ifled values of the independent variable, the methods may be adapted to stop
the integration by specifying values of a dependent variable or by satisfying
a constraint equation. The usual teehnlque for stopping the integration on a
speoifled value of a function is to bracket the desired solution and to iterate
until the value of the function is reached. In order to be operated effi +'
olentlyp however, a Runge-Kutta method must take large step sizes (consistent
with truncation error criteria). While using a Runge-Kutta method to tra_ a
i sOlution wlth smaller and smaller step sizes wlll produce an accurate solution,the expense of computing the deriva ive evaluations may be prohibitive. The
t::_ use of scaled algorithms to insert data points allows the formulation of an
_: interpolating polynomial. This polynom/al may be analyzed efficiently to:. determine the value of the independent variablej which causes the constraining
_" function to be satisfied. If the accuracy of the Runge-Kutta solution is
._ required; i.e., if the inaccuracies introduced by the interpolating polynomial
._ produce an unacceptable solution, an estimate may be used to determine the
next step size in an attempt to satisfy the constraining function. The
!+:_ ',
, _.. ,
healed_olutlonin the iteratlveprooedureoan improvethe oOnvarEenQeerfl-
ul_noy, partioular_y if the a_ep aide ha_ been _ufflolentlyreduued_o that
lower order Runge-Kutta algorlthmnLay be u_ed.
CONCLU_ZON_
Sealed Runge-Kutta algorithms have bee- developed for the third through
fifth orders,which will evaluatethe solut_._of an ODEat an intermediate
point within the integrationStep. The expenserequiredto output thla data
ranges from a few arithmetic operations to two derivative evaluations, de-
pending on the order of the solution desired and the defining algorithm. The
new scaled solutions depend on the defining algorithm, where the coefficients
and determined derivative evaluations form the core of the new scaled System.
By making slight adjustments to the integration step sizes, data can be deter-
mined for any point within the integration interval, using the algorithms
developed for the given values of o. If a priori knowledge o_ the data output
point is unavailable, or if dense output is required wlthtn a.given Step, the
sealed alg_rith_e may be used to formulate an interpolating polynomial £or
data determination or may be used with an iterative prooedura to reach the
required output point with only minor losses in efficiency,
19
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TABLE II,_ Continued
(b) _o#1od _l_ori_hm A
_IOMA _ 0,500000D-01! A(_) _ 3,/_.
O0 • q19 / _ _00
01 = 0
o_ = 37 / 56 _oo
t C3 = - 17 / 232 800
'_ C_ = _5 125 / 5_ 708
B40 = 271 891 1 q75 000
i B_I = - 7_ 533 / 12 996 000
B_2 = 13 948 237 / 32_ 900 000
43 - 59 q?5 000
SCALEDNORMOF TEC O_(5) = 0.7156214D-05
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-O.9478000D+O1t O)
I= (0, 0.1175900D+02)
i
i i i i i , i i m m
!SIGMA = 0.100000D èd¬ A(4)= 3./5.
i i IH | -
CO = 109 / 600
C1 = 0
C2 = 17 / 6 600
03 = - 7 / 28 200
C_ = 3 375 / _ 136
B40 = 30 691 / 56 250
B41 = - 1 591 / 145 800
B42 = 1 525 007 / 18 225 000
B43 = - 517 / 28 125
SCALED NORM OF TEC GI(5) = 0.5347556D-04
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.6646OOOD ¨ ¤ O)




. " TABLB II.- Oontlnued
(b) Continued
SIOMA = _.150000D+O0! A(4) = 3./5,
CO = 451 / 2 400
, Cl = 0
C2 = 93 / 16 qo0
i; C3 = - 33 / 72 800
- C4 = 36 125 / 4q 772
E:,. B40 = 220 857 / 425 000
,_" B41 = - 53 521 / 3 q68 000
_ B42 = 10 586 569 / 86 ?00 000
_; B43 = - 11 193 / 425 000
SCALED NORM OF TEC Om(5) = 0o1683013D_03
_. SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.Sq12667D ¨¬ ¤ O)
I: (0_ 0.6766133D+01)
_" I
_ SIGMA = 0.200000D+O0; A(q) = 3./5. '.
,=,:_ CO = 29 / 150
, C1 = 0
C2 = lq / 1 425
i_ C3 = - 1 / 1 650
_" Cq = 500 / 627
BqO = 3 091 / 6 250
B41 = - 2 761 / lq4000
• B42 = 568 993 / 3 600 000
B43 = - 209 / 6 250
k_ SCALED NORM OP TEC 0*(5) = 0.3713881D-03









SIO_ = 0.250000D+00; A(U) = 3.15.
CO= 19/ 96
ci • o
C2 • 5 / 3363 = - I I 1 632
. Cq ,, 375 1 q76
B40 = I q11 1 3 000
i__: B41 = " 7 121 / 324 000
Eq2 • 12 39? / 6_ 800
i_j Bq3 ., - 119 / 3 000
. SCALEDNORMOF TEC Om(5) = 0.6741268D-03
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.q207200D+01,O)
• I: (0,O.5226880D+01)
: SIGMA = Oo300000D_O0IA(q) = 3./5o !,
C0 = 121 1 600 I
01 = 0 "' 1
C2 = 33 1 1 600 i
03 = - 3 1 8 200
c4 = 6 125 / 7 872 I
BZlO= 19 557 / q3 750 ,,i
Bql = - 869 / 36 750
_" B42 = 101 803 1 459 375 l• Bq3 = - 98_ / 21 875






SIGMA • 0.350000D+00|A(4) = 3./5.
CO= 491 1 2 400
CI = 0
C2 = 931 t 34 800
C3 = 49 / 189 600
04 = 21 1251 27 q92
B40 = 138 013 / 325 000
B41 = - 29 099 / 1 216 800
B42 = 37 812 607 / 152 100 000
B43 = - 16 037 / 325 000
SCALEDNOPJ,I OPTEC Ow(5) = 0.1589552D-02
SCALED STABILITYLIMITS R= (-0.3594286D+01, 0)
I: (0, O.q409743D+01)
SIGMA = 0.400000D*.O0; A(4) = 3.15.
CO= 31 / 150
Cl = 0
), C2 = 32 1 975C3 = 2 / 1 425
C4 = 375 / 494
B40 = 3 781 / 9 375
B41 = - 1 817 / 81 000
B42 = 550 433 / 2 025 000
B_3 = - 494 / 9 375
SCALEDNORMOF TEC 0*(5) = 0.2194011D-02
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS E= (-0.33872501)+01,O)





SIGHA= 0._500OOD+00; A(q) = 3,/5,
CO= q99 / 2 _00
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zqo = 105 339 / 275 O00
Bql = - 9 061 / q8q O00
B_2 = 3 516 q93 / 12 100 000
Bq3 = - 15 111 / 275 000
SCALED NORM OFTEC O*(5) = 0.2883997D-02
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.3222000D+O1tO)
I: (0, 0.3887333D+01)
SIGMA= 0.500000D+00; A(q) = 1.12. _
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cq = 2 / 3
B40 = 5 / 16
Bql = - 1 / 8
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___ i i . i, .i , iml
SIOMA= 0.550000D+00; A(4) = 1.t2.
i
CO= ;)09 / 1 200
CI = 0
C2 : 121 1 600
03 = 121 1 34 800
Oil = 18 1 29
eqO = 1 q21 / q 800
Bql = . tl 279 1 31 I014
Btl2 = 317 251 / 777 600
_3 = - 319 / 4 800




SIGMA = 0.600000D+O0;A(_) = I./2.
CO= 9 ! 50
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C2 = 6 ! 25
C3 = 3 ! 350
C4= 4 / ?
BZlO= 7 / 25
B41 = - 173 / 1 152
Bq2 = 12 677 I 28 800
B43 = - 7 I 100






i _ TA.DLRIZ.- Continued
J
,,: (b) Continued
$lOlv_ = 0.650000D+00; A(_) _ 1./2.
CO " 221 / 1 200' 01 = 0
_i 02 = 169 t 600
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C_ l q / 2?
--_.; eq0 = _23 / 1 600
_. B_I = - 1 313 / 8 06q
D_2 = 95 069 / 201 600
' /43 - 1 7 1 600
-' .':4
mer_s
_ SCALEDNOl_lOF TgC Om(5) = 0.6105116])-02
!i
SCALE])STABILITY LZHZT$ R: (--0.2818000I)+01, O)
Z: (O, 0.32531381)+01)
'' tSZOHA= O.'T00OOOD+O0;A(Zl) = 1.12. "
• L' I Ill el
_. CO= 14 / 75
Cl = 0
_: C2 = _9 / 150
C3 = zl9 / 1 950
Ct8= 6 / 13
RqO= 299 / 1 200
Bill = - q55 / 2 592
_12 = 32 5q3 / 64 800
B_3 = " 91 / 1 200
_' SCAI.,gDNOI_ O_"TgC ae(5) = 0.6957139D-02
_: SCALEDSTABILITYLIMZTS R: (-O.27618571)+01, O)
l:" (0, 0.31_6329D+01)
. =ll i i i
'_ 7', '
<b>co.t..o.
SIGMA = 0,750000D+00; A(_) = 3.110.
_m i • i
CO = ? / 48
C1 = 0
C2 = 51 / 88
C3 = 15 / 496
C4 = 250 1 1 0:'3
BqO = 837 / 8 000
Btll = - 30 0?9 / q,8 000
B42 = 9 119 / 9 600
B43 = - 1 023 / 8 000
SCALED NOI_MOF TEC Ow(5) = 0.7719994D-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.2720267D •¨ ¤ 0)
I: (0, 0.3055080D ÄSIGMA = 0.800000D p¤ A(4)= 3./10.
CO = 4 1 25
Cl = 0
C2 = 608 / 975
C3 = 68 / 1 q25
Cq = 125 / 741
B40 = 437 / 6 250
B41 = - 14 473 / 18 000
B42 = 536 497 1 450 000
!" B43 = - 494 / 3 125
SCALED NORMOF TEC Om(5) = 0.8401091D-O2
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I
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BqO= - 6 6_3 / 50 000
B41 = - 3 991 / 3 000
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B43 = - 11 193 1 50 000
SCALEDNORMOF TEC Oe(5) = 0.9706279D-02




;__: TABLI_ II.- Corloludod
(b) Carlaluded
! .................................................1
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:?: CO = 197 / 1 200
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j'
SCALED NORM OF TEC O1(5) = 0.1094176D-01
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TABhI_IV.,, CQI_P_ZCII_NT_PQR_CALI_DI:lKP(3)q
_.IQHA= OoSOQOOOD,,,01tA(5) _ P-,,/3.
CO• 2 872 939 / 11 rj20 000
C1 = 0
b_ C2 • - 12 393 / 83 200 000
i. 03 = 1 _95 823 1 12 95_ 2_0 000
ii Cq ,. - 3 911 1 69 600 000
C5 = 150 651 / 200 680
". BSOv, 29 852 683 / q7 57q 000
!_ B51= 1 798 / 330 375
B52 = 1 063 221 / 22 906 000
53 - 3 92q 851 09 231 000
;_' BSq = 0
SCALEDNORMOPTEC Om(5) = O.5603873D-05
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.1Ol11100_O2_ O)
ii H i ii lU m ,i
SIGMA = 0.100000D+00;A(5) = 16./25.
. i • ii ill . | i w
= o
_ CO= 517 603 1 2 30q 000.
C1 = 0
C2 = 1 152 5_9 / 890 2Z10C00
C3 = - 333 739 / 1"299 168 000
Cq = 167 t 1 755 000
c5 = 20 663 828 125 / 26 690 10"/'392
BS0 = q 463 312 576 10_ t 7 7_8 935 5q6 875
B51 = - 27 858 100 608 1 2 582 978 515 625
B52 = 3 330 510 639 192 t 33 578 720 703 125
_i B53 = - 2 1156985 733 216 t 100 736 162 109 375
_; SCALEDNORMOP TEC Oe(5) = O._156062D-0q
'_ SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS Rz (-0.7095000D+01,0)





-i_O/u / _u_o /,,J',J- ,-'
, TABI_ IV.- Contin_ed
(b) C_ntlnued
SIGn . 0.150oo01_00; A(5) _ 16./_5. 4
CO • _3 261 1 192 000
CI m 0
02 m 2 184 813 t 1 630 720 000
C3 = 362 551 1 554 112 000
04 = - 6 687 t 18 080 000
05 m 5 838 399 375 / 7 552 290 816
850 = 393 604 655 104 1 729 794 921 875 t
B51 = 1 855 138 176 1 729 794 921 875
B52 = 1 241 8_3 094 576 / 9 487 333 984 375
853 = - 310 926 857 216 t 9 487 333 98_ 375
854 = 0 i
=
SCALEDNORMOP TEC Om(5) = 0.1296665D-03
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.5783333D ¨ ¨ O)
I= (O0 0.7225667D Hi i i i |l i H
]
SIGMA= 0.200000D+00; A(5) = 1./8.
i liil , i • HH
_' CO - 262 897 / 180 000
U °02 = 2.9 671 029 1 196 300 000
C3 = - 17 356 829 / 272 610 000
C4 = _2 103 / I 462 500
05 = 48 249 856 l 20 582 055
B50 = 16 014 162 591 ! 72 374 784 O0O
B51 = - 56 2qO 379 1 188 q76 000
852 = 73 783 218 033 1 313 624 O64 000
B53 = - 15 586 385 647 / 470 q_6 096 000
BSq = 0
SCALEDNORM OF TEC 0=(5) = 0.7441866D-03
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.5017500D+01,O)
I: (0, 0.62_6150_01)




SIU_ = 0.250000D+00!A(5)= 3.15.
L
-_' CO ¢ 11 057 / 55 296
_ C1 m 0
02 • 12_ 659 / 7 055 360
C3 = 2 q01 / 11 860 992
C_ = - 9 / 21 760
C5 = 628 250 / 802 791
BSO= 3 372 _73 / 7 180 000
__ B51 = - 431 919 / 12 565 000
B52 = 27? 07q 513 / I 306 760 000
B53 = - 8 851 689 / 186 680 000
. BS_ z 0
_ SCALED NORM OP TEC Oe(5) = 0.50967779-03
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.4507200D+01, O)
: I: (0, 0.5578000D @SIGMA = 0.30000OD 8h¨ A(5)= 3°/5,
:_ CO= 57 851 / 288 000
C1 = 0
;. C2 = q 310 577 / 247 520 000
C3 = 304 927 / 49 296 000
Cq = - 2 637 / 820 000
: C5 : 5 402 875 / 6 937 938
BSO = 9 318 525 453 / 21 611 500 000
. B51 = 2 632 qq6 / 675 359 375
: B52 = 60 133 89_ 317 / 280 949 500 000
B53 = - 6 900 061 371 / 1_0 qT_ 750 000
BSq = 0
SCALED NORM OF TEC Gin(5)= 0°808207qD-03






SIGMA= 0.350000D+00; A(5) _ 9./16.
_ I I i
#
C0 ffi 19 065 713 / 103 680 000
01 = 0
C2 = 3 252 504 213 / 59 321 600 000
C3 = 28 118 111 t 6 514 560 000
04 = - 536 q03 / 205 600 000
05 = 1 63_ 729 984 / 2 152 165 5_5
BSO= 5 403 228 165 q41 / 13 077 839 872 000
B51 = - 49 882 382 361 / 817 364 992 000
B52 = 45 186 311 217 15g / 170 011 918 336 000
._ B53 = - 2 355 259 443 201 / q2 502 979 58q 000
B54 = 0
SCALED NORM OF TEC G*(5) = O.11721_6D-O2
SCALED STABILITYLIMITS H: (-0.3864000D+01,O)
I: (0, 0.4704371D+01)
SIGMA = 0.40OO00D+O0;A(5) = 11./20.
CO= 446 / 2 q75
C1 = 0
C2 = 24 057 / 328 250
C3 = 16 8O7 / 1 304 550
C4 = - 94 / 14 625
C5 = 21 452 000 / 28 987 101
BSO= 1 226 671 061 / 3 217 800 000
B51 = - 5 764 q73 / 13_ 075 000
B52 = 372 592 737 / 1 394 380 O00
B53 = - 2 318 720 327 / 41 831 400 000
B54 = 0
SCALED NORM OF TEC Of(5) = 0.159qT36D-02
SCALED STABILITYLIMITS R: (-0o3649500D+O1,0)
I: (0, O.q398850D+01)
39




SIGMA = 0,450000D+00; A(5) • I,/2,
. qll i i ii ,,
CO = 208 927 / 1 280 000
Cl = 0
C2 ,, 1 010 ,?,69341 / t5 572 800 000
C3 ,, 6 043 317 / 490 880 000
Cq = - 4 941 / 800 000
05 = 15 ?76 / 23 305
B50 = 48 018 463 / i26 208 000
B51 = - 1 170 873 / 7 888 000
95?. = 541 971 837 / I 6_1070_ 000
B53 = - 1 598 723 / 25 636 000
B5q = 0
SCALEDNORMOP TBC (]*(5) = 0,2060460D-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.3480222D+01, O)
SIGMA- 0.500000D+O0| A(5) = 12.125.
_._i C0 = 2 201 / 13 82qC1 = 0
- C2 = 6 561 / 33 280
_ii C3 = 45 619 / 1 617 q08' 4 - 1 / 80
i c5 = 78 125 / 124 _16
_' B50 = 138 009 / 390 625
B51 = - 52 70_ / 390 62_
B52 = 1 635 471 / 5 078 125
B53 = - 306 936 / 5 078 125
_ B54 = 0
_._ SCALED NORM 0F TEC Of(5) = 0,2556559D-02
_' SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R= (-0.3345400D+01, O)






.... . . " " ......................." ............. 1982014093-TSD03
TABLEIV,- Continued
(b) Continued
_L ........ i i i i i . , ___ i J _ i
szo_ • O._50000D+OO_A( )= 2.J5. 4
ii i
00 = 313 009 / 2 30q 000
C1 = 0
C2 = 563 920 137 / 1 680 6_0 000
C3 = 99 648 703 / 3 339 648 000
C4 = - 226 391 / 18 720 000
C5 = 5 38_ 875 / 10 540 76_
B50 = 6 165 113 549 / 16 154 625 000
B51 = - 227 532 591 / 673 109 375
B52 = 7 504 919 433 / 17 500 843 750
B53 = - 15 211 290 941 / 210 010 125 000
; BSq = 0
SCALED NORM OF T_C 0=(5) = 0.3062214D-02
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0°325."¢4D+01,O)
I: (0, 0.376..82D+01)
SIOMA = 0.6000000+00; A(5) = I./3.
CO= 293 / 2 500
C1 = 0
02 = 1 554 957 / 3 575 000
C3 = 69 629 / 1 495 000
C4 = - 843 / 50 000
' C5 = 8 463 / 20 240
MS0= 17L1374 / 453 375
" B51 = - 159 072 / 352 625
," B52 = 8 735 067 / 18 336 500
: B53 = - 1 804 649 / 23 575 500
L" B54 = 0
_, SCALED NORMOF TEC Om(5) = 0.3559569D-02
i SCALEDSTABILIT_LIMITS ]_= (-0.3155000D+01,O)











SIGMA = 0.650000D „	l¤ A(5)= 1o/4o 4
_ i
CO = 111 507 / 1 280 000
Cl = 0
C2 = 677 766 609 / 1 299 200 000
C3 = 52 094 497 / 746 880 000
C_ = - 3 624 881 / 160 800 000
05 = 27 300 352 / 79 361 835
BSO = 240 021 016 229 1 655 208 448 000
B51 = - 7 218 75_ 803 1 13 650 176 000
B52 = 106 401 934 989 / 218 q02 816 000
B53 = - 12 231 119 663 / 163 802 112 000
B54 = 0
0
SCALED NORM OF TEC 0=(5) = 0o4032702D-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-O°3092769D ¸¨ ¤ O)
J
SIGMA = 0.700000D+00| A(5) = I./12°
CO = - 198 q39 / 1 440 000
CI = 0
C2 = 880 415 487 1 I _45 600 000
C3 = 554 244 439 / 6 280 560 0o0
C4 = - 792 673 1 33 900 000
c5 = 24 446 592 / 52 696 985
BSO = 15 469 714 361 1 73 339 776 000
B51 = - 406 078 043 / 1 018 608 000
852 = 43 531 047 / 137 936 500
B53 = - 42 452 411 309 / 953 417 088 000
B54 = 0
SCALED NORM OF TEC 0=(5) = 0.4462969D-02






SIOHA . 0.750000D+00; A(5) m I./25. IT
COm - 2 453 1 6 144
CI • O
C2 = 30 292 137 / 49 653 760
C3 = 1 063 643 / 7 707 5q8
Cq = - 4 347 1 124 160
C5 = lq 375 000 1 20 9q8 799
B50 = 379 127 171 1 q 600 000 000
B51 = - 37 5L15111 1 287 500 000
B52 = 6 133 _30 31191 59 800 000 000
B54 ,, 0
SCALEDNORMOF TEC Oe(5) = 0.4985026D-02 i
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.3030400D+01 t 0)






SIOMA= 0.8O0000D+00; A(5) = 1./25.
CO= - 79 / 250
C1 = 0
C2 = 553 311 / 942 500
C3 = 340 942 / 1 759 875
: Cq = - 10 336 / 226 875
C5 = 8 828 125 / 15 200 988
' BS0 = 96 032 95q / 3 310 5q6 875B51 = 28 671 192 / 1 103 515 625
B52 = - 2_3 083 133 / 14 345 703 125
B53 = 84 128 884 / _3 037 109 375
B54 : 0
SCALEDNORHOFTEC Oe(5) = 0.60222329-02
: SCALED STABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.3034500D+01,O)









i SIGMA= 0.850000D+00!A(S) = 1.)25.
CO -603 317 / 2 304 000
CI = 0
C2 = 17 122 676 913 1 30 734 080 000
C3 = 10 521 438 907 1 q3 145 856 000
C4 = - 11 352 209 1 231 840 000
C5 = 3 931 093 750 / 7 710 428 943
BSO= - 722 270 252 129 1 23 586 562 500 000
B51 = 394 747 987 977 1 1 965 5q6 875 000
B52 = - 30 750 068 734 659 / 204 416 875 000 000B53 = 12 397 885 510 507 / 613 250 625 000 000
BSq = 0
SCALED NORM OF TEC ge(5) = 0.7423369D-02
SCALED STABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.3071176D+O1,0)
SIGMA = 0.900000D h¤ A(5)= 1.125.
CO= - 7 279 / 32 000
C1 = 0
C2 = 1 00o 703 403 / 1 911 520 0o0
C3 = 28 214 151 I 99 632 000
Cq = - 202 743 1 4 820 000
C5 = 98 203 125 1 212 176 882
BS0 = - 33 318 422 659 / 392 812 500 000
B51 = 1 471 910 874 / 4 091 796 875
t_ B52 = - 462 500 813 1157/ 1 702 187 500 000
' B53 = 93 979 839. 093 ! 2 553 281 250 000
_" B54 = 0
" SCALEDNORM OF TEC gm(5) = 0.8875535D-02
li SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.3159222D+01,O)








i i, .... . ..... ill ....
SIGMA- 0.9500000+OO; A(5) = 1 /10.
j i
4
CO= 3 2?3 / 256 000
CI = 0
C2 = 378 173 853 1 805 120 000
C3 = 129 IU,? 389 1 409 728 000
C_ = - 2 222 677 / 86 880 000
C5 = 83 048 000 t 36_I 430 6q9
B50 = - 70 5q5 137 063 I 28Lt 736 00o 00o
B51 = 40 552 526 367 / _1 52q 000 000
B52 = - 6 270 301 089 333 / 8 636 992 000 000
B53 = 89 886 853 133 / 925 392 000 000
B54 = 0
SCALEDNORMOF TEC Om(5) = 0.100iPI2OD-01 i
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS B= (-0.33548_2D+O1,O)





TABLE V,- COEFFICIENTS FOR RKF(4)5
(a) Unsoaled slx-otagot flfth-ordeP algoPithm
l_ i i ............ v .......i.....L .....v A
I_ l a k I 131_ I Ck I Ck Il\. v t t t v
I _^ I 1 1 I I
I k _1 I 0 1 2 3 11 I I !
v \v I v v v
I I ! ! I I
I 1 ! I 25 1 16 I
I0 ! I ! ! -II
! t ! v _v 1351
I ! ! I 1 I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I
__,," I 1 ! I I 0 I 0 I
I. ! I I 1 I
I I I I I !
I I 3 I 3 9 ! 1408 I 6 656 I
12 ! ! -- -- 1 I-- !
! _ § i 32 32 v _ v 12825t
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
! t 12 ! 1932 7200 7296 1 2197 ! 28 561 1
t3 l--I .... ! _ ------t
I ! 13 i 2197 2197 2t97 I _ 1 56 1130 1
! ! I I I I
I ! ! I ! I
I I ! 439 3680 845 ! 1 I 9 !
1 4 I I I ---- - 8 ---- - ----- I -- I --- I
I I I 216 513 11104 I 5 I 50 I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I
! ! 1 ! 8 354/I 1859 11 ! ! 2 1
15 I - I--- 2 ..... I I -- I
I I 2 I 27 2565 4104 40 I I 5S I
! t I I 1 1
EUCLIDEAN NORM OF TEC O6 = 0.3355745D-02





(b) So_lod, fourth-order _Igorlthm
8ZOMA= O,05DO; A(6) = 0.60PO
i C(O) = 23615711/129600000C(1) = 0
t_ C(2) = 273814q/553078125
_ C(3) = 6812112671/10482436800000
_-, C(4) = -218411/582000000
t; C(5) = -481016/155100000







SCALED NORM OF TEC, O1(5) = 0.1427626D-04
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.6246000 T¬ ¤ O)
I: (0, 0.3606560D+01)
SIGMA = 0.10DO; A(6) = 0.60D0
i ,
C(O) = 1555361/8100000
_, C(1) = O
t:' C(2) = 71150081504984375
C(3) = 40?308421/316572300000
C(q) = -3209/4406250
!" C(5) = -68947/9075000
f: C(6) = 1053709375/131560?832
' B(6,0) = 66434665z1667/1317136718750
B(6,1) = 126594108/10537'09375i ,2 -7456495300zt64/62563994140625
_ B(6,3) =-12781897851723/50051195312500
_,: B(6,4) = 2459753093259/13171367'187500
--;" B(6,5) = 107531006814/658568359375
_,;, SCALED HOP,H OF TEC, 0*(5) = 0.1018731D-03
-_" SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.45120OOD+O1, O)




















B(6tq) = 75110391747/266875000000 _
B(6,5) = 34464232107/146781250000
SCALED NORM OF TEC_ 0*(5) = 0.3053316D-03 j
SCALED STABILITYLIMITS R: (-0o3734667D+01,O)
I: (0, 0.3606560D  P l















SCALED NORM OF TEe, el(5) = 0.6400000D-03


















_. B(6,3) = -5366062208911825800800000
B(6,q) = 2267080407/q939000000
B(6,5) = 9_22_1167t2716_0000
SCALED NORMOP TEC, O1(5) = 0.1101072D-02
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0.2962qOOD+01,O)
I: (0, 0.3606560D+01) 1
|l , i i . i ji iim i i .. i
SIGMA = 0.30D0;A(6) = 0.60DO













SCALEDNORM OF TECj Of(5) = Oo167OSqOD-02
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R= (-0o2737667D+01,O)
I: (0, 0.3606560D+01)
, il i= i i i l,i ii i i
49
. , ¢
'_..........._"-_° .... _..... " ' '...... -....'__- .............. 1982014093-TSD12
y TABh_ V.- ConLtnued
' (b) Cont_nlzed
i _IQHA _ 0.35D0; A(6) = O._ODO 7C(O) , 830677/7_00o00
Ii c(1) = oC(2) = 14337008/418593?5
i! C(3) = 6313094879/7659_3200000
O(_) = -143423/32250000
C(5) ffi -527_409/59400000
,: C(6) = 111q759375/1777574592
> B(6,0) = 35745803245261/150492515625000
B(6,1) = 369196744/1114759375
i_ B(6_2) = -962010407052128/1787098623046875
_i B(6,3) = -2107653010128183?/31452935?65625000
B(6,4) = 17123701110116/3483623046875
t B(6,5) = q200945736554/7663970703125
SCALED NORM OF TEC_ 0m(5) = 0.22909769-02
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R= (-0.2567429D ¬ ¤ O)
I: (0, 0,3606560D+01) ,
i














SCALEDNORM OF TECt g_(5) = 0.2880000D-02








i eIGMA R _.45D0! A(6) • 0.40DO 4
_:: C(O) • 631_/50000| C(1) • 0C(g) = 939984/3859375
_i C(3) =-79085409/67_9800000
C(4) = 276777141000O00
5 12 862 11 600
_> C(6) = 24690625/43936356
B(6,0) = 7205960559/15431640625B(6,1) = -97364088/123453125B(6,2) = 531961896544/1466005859375
_ B(6,3) = -7208130979231/6450425781250
i B(6,4) = 120503849193/154316406250
B(6,5) = 1180471088161169748046875
SCALEDNORMOF TEC, Oe(5) = 0.3502154D-02 i
SCALED STABZLIT¥LIMITS R= (-0.2328889D+O1,O)
I= (0, 0.3606560D ´
li i i i il n i
.-_: SIGMA = 0.5090;A(6) = O.40DO
i i i n i
c(o) = 72115760
c(1) = o
,_ C(2) = 51214275C(3) = -371293/18860160
_ C(q) = 107/9600
C(5) = 981495 i
_- C(6) = 30625154144 1
B(6,0) = 9933211/16537500
_ B(6,1) = -43856/30625
B(6,2) = 51378752/56109375
_. B(6,3) = -4458159667/3456337500
. B(6,4) = 677552/765625
B(6,5) = 1213728/1684375
" SCALEDNORM OF TEC, Of(5) = 0.4207160D-02


















:- B(6,1) = -4377093688/2239296875 i
8(6,2) = 1001659717578784/717974560546875
B(6,3) = -1571898291387749/1148759296875000 !
B(6,4) = 1293377129187/1399560546875
B(6,5) = 1950735548581279912109375
SCALED NORM OF TEC, 0*(5) = 0.5955773D-O2 j
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.2174364D+01, O)
I: (0, 0.3606560D+01)











, B(6,3) = 265378841/302005000
B(6,4) =-437346/903125
B(6,5) = 49593611986875
SCALED NORM OF TEC, g*(5) = 0.6109403D-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-O°2117500D+01, O)
I: (0, 0.36065601)4.O1)

















B(6,4) = -725826801/22559800000 ' i
B(6,5) = 42818985311127990000
SCALED NORM OF TEC, Om(5) = 0o_94704qD-02
SCALED STABILITYLIMITS R: (-0o2070923D+01,0)
I: (0, 0.3606560D+01) j
!





C(4) = 65219/281250 J
C(5) = -1016407/825000
C(6) = 26123/2714q
8(6,0) ffi -6659987/11677550 I



















ii C(2) = 352/285
:' C(3) = -371293/535040
C(4) = 189/640
,. C(5) = -1647/1760
C(6) = 29/30
. B(6,0) = -2463/7424
_,_ 8(6_1) = 129/58




SCALED NORM OF TEC, Gm(5) = O.4661104D-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.200120OD+01, O)
I: (0, 0.3606560D+01)














SCALEDNOP_ OF TEC, gm(5) = 0.3620387D-02






..... • ._ , ji _1 _ jii . J _ • J ii ii d......
SIOHA= 0.8590; A(6) = O.1000














SCALEDNORMOF TEC, 0m(5) = 0.24_2667D-02
SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-0o1952000D_O1,0)
..._" (0.1501106D+0, 0.214_200D $• l ,l • i i
SIGMA = 0.90D0;A(6) = 0.10D0














SCALEDNORM OF TEC, 0t(5) = 0.1288702D-02
!; SCALEDSTABILITY LIMITS .: (-O.1931111D+01, 0)




SIO_ = 0.95D0; A(6) = O,IDO !
C(O) = 1567q69/1qq00000 !







B(6,1) = -3424921/691070 I
B(6,2) = 27848646422/5830903125
B(6,3) = -128214678219/3283964640000
B(6,4) = -201293_89/13821q00000 t
B(6,5) = -qO137qq49/7601770000 i
SCALED NORM OF TEC, Of(5) = 0.3789098D-03 d
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-0.1910421D ¬ ¤ O)
I: (0.1273168D @¨ 0.21576531)+O1)
TABLEV,- Continued
(o) Sealed, firth-order algorithm
(6k,_ = 6ok,_/o rot k=1,...,51 _ = 1,, .,k-l! l_lere 6ok, _ A
are _he unaoaZodoootrXoienta itabZe V(a)]
_ i J i i am
SIGMA= 0.5000000D-01;
• i l H i i , i ii i ]l
A(1) = .5000000000000000D+O1
A(2) = .7500000000000000D+O1
































il SIGMA = 0.1000000D+00
I A(1) = .2500000000000000D+0t
A(2) = .3750000000000000D+01
A(3) = .9230769230769231D_01
. A(4) = .I000000000000000D @5 5i_ 6 o25 00000 D |7 8 +00
; C(O) = .4q5127q47OB994_OD-01
C(I) = .000000000000000OD+00








)_ B(6,3) = -.6587223327993963D-01
)_ B(6,4) = .53596491737q9108D-01
i_ B(6,5) = .0000000000000000D+00
BO(7) = -.4295673021976385D+00
B(7,1) = -.q751223112567721D-01
) B(7,2) = .5651231138285231D-02
, B(7,3) = .q675086696685042D-01
B(7,4) = -.4084578133162770D-01 :_
B(7,5) = .164461065084336BD-01
!i B(7,6) = .12q9077110041374D+01
i SCALED NORM OF TEC, Gin(6)= .4513416D-05
_ SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-.7030D+01, 0.0)
_. I: (0.O, .360qD+01)




A(4) = .6666666666666667D À*5) 3333333333333333D+01




:: (e) Continued 4




















Pi E(7,5) = -.q379297707736362D-0_
B(7,6) = .1469949951290798D+01










A(6) = . L11666666666666679+00
A(7) = . I000000000000000D ”(O O) •12qg895238 95238 +O0
it C(1) = .0000000000000000D+00
• C(2) = -. 1741280111811t1235D-01
ils C(3) = -.17266q1291560977D-03
.. C(ll) = . 8289177,89177480D-0_



















B(7,6) = .1398351329357391D+01 ttSCALED NORMOF TEC, 0*(6) = .3767397D-04
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-°5910D ˜h¤ 0,0)
I: (O.0, 0.0)
SIGMA = 0.2500000D+00
A(1) = .1000000000000000D+01 14

























SIQHA= 0.2500000D,00 - Connluded
Ii ..............................................
DO(T) = .g2135566390q3061D_ B(7,1 -.10 q313258174223D+01
i, B(7,2) = .5391994767100782D,00
B(7,3) = ,1293016808117887D+01
i.!. B(7,q) = -,112?796866749287D+01
:-- B(7,5) = ,12591q8909q95025D+O0
B(7,6) = .76262328524173569+00
SCALBDNORMOF TEC, Ot(6) = .16_260qD-02
SCALED STASILITYLIMITS R= (-,2500P+O1_ O.O)
I= (0,O, .2516D+01)
_ i t J i | i i ,, ,, , i
SIOHA = O.300OOOOD+OO
t m
_: A(1) = .8333333333333333D+00
A(2) = .1250000000000000D+01
_ A(3) = .3076923076923077D+01
A(q) = .33333333333333331_Ol
A(5) = ,1666666666666667D 05 6) .37500000OOOOOOOOD+00
_" A(7) = ,1000000000000000D+01
C(0) = .1109941269841270D+O0
C(17 = .O0000000OO000000D+OO























.............................. _ ........................................ 4
_IOMA _ O.300OO00D+O0 - Conoludod
B(7,6) = .789024550208_41D+00
SCALED NORM OF TBC, Om(6) = .2347786D-O3
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R= (-,4040D p¨ 0.0)
I= (,3213D ¬¤¬ oqO14D+01)
SIGMA ffi0.3500000D @A(1) = .7142857142857142D+ 0




A(7) = .10000O0000000000D  $ ,




















SCALED NORMOF TEC G_(6) = ._977249D-03






A(_) m .9375000000000000D3 = _3076923 7692308D,01
A(q) • ,2500000000000000D+01
A(5) • .1250000000000000D H6 z 3125 
7 = IO0 OO 0D,01
C(O) • .9096835976635973D-01
C(1) = .O000000000000000D_O0
C(2) = o1511689766638819D 
3 -. 233204211195182 -02
C(q) = .5517641723355987D-03
C(5) = ,9218955266955256D-01
C(6) = .4898813273626355D_00 t
0(7) = -.118q067566q20507D I
BO(6) = .1997q87995087127D+O0 I
B(6,1) = .13q9930681999413D_O0
8(6,2) = .O000000000000000D @B( ,3) -.l q323 585626922D*O0
B(6,4) = ,8208119085q03821D-01
B(6,5) = .0000000000000000D.00
B0(7) = .2400248761202671D 
L(7,1) o1342029463421628D,O1









SIGMA = O.qSOOOOOD*O0 i
H i l i
A(1) = .5555555555555556D+00
A(2) = .8333333333333333D_00 1

























I. B(7,3) = .56208833311652481)+00
. B(7,4) = -.3351779271591276D+00
B(?,5) =.-.22221574956004931)+00
B(7,6) = -.5363009087810589D+00





• A(2) = .7500000000000000I_.00
i- A(3) = . 18q61538t161538461_01




"i C(O) = .109885q_536_1793_00C(1) = .O000000000000000D+O0
C(2) ,, . lOtlq158q983853701)+01
C(3) = .7965416675785862D-02"
C(_) = -. [10_8207871737286D-02
C(5) = -. 6578827357129257D-O1





















SCALED NORM OF'TBC, Oi(6) = .3295725_03
SCALED STABILITYLIMITS R= (-.3qORD+01_0o0)
' I= (0o0, °1181D+01) 'i
SIGMA = 0°5500000D •; A(1) = .454545,S45_5qSq5D+O0
A(2) = .6818181818181818D 3 °167 32 67 32 67 +O1
A(_) = °1818181818181818D  5 .9090909090909091 +00























SIGMA m 0.5500000D+00 - Conoludod
J _. _
B0(7) = -.12186124qSO12908D+01
_i. B(?,I) = .11698309q458q696Di 7 R) -.6046577641630584D.,.01(7,3) = .306325394559q024 +01
pii'_ B(7,q)= -,1846156898922"58D D5) = .21283877sm352545D+01
L._+,+ B(7,6) = -.2691828653522487D+01
r SCALED NORMOF TEC+ Om(6) = .3221258D-02
_.I-:" SCALED STABILITY LIMZTS R: (-.2764D+01_ 0.0)
i+_, I: (.lg88D+01, .2991D+01)
__.!
..... SIGMA = 0.600000OD+O0
i ._.
_'_' A(1) = .q166666666666667D+O0 +
+--> A(2) = .6250000000000000D+00
+_: A(3) = .1538q61538461538D+01
i_!'.. A(4) = .1666666666666667_,01
_;' A(5) = •8333333333333333D+00
_ A(6) = •3300000000000000D+00
i+:_, A(7) = •7200000000000000])+00
_+ C(O) = .9356034q717011q9D-01
'-" C(1) = .O00000000000000OD+OO
_i C(2) = -•6q89274121253184D+OO
i _, C(3) = •1q82179832556871D-01
,;_" C(4) = -.7113612427683299D-02
_-"' C(5) - -•2q77qOl180821677D-02
L=:_-:" C(6) = •5625659895314581D+O0
-i_=+ C(?) = .9875702931597852D+00
+: BO(6) = •1382626113915072D+00
!+-_ B(6,1) = .2346911060269583D+00
i-!-_ B(6,2) = •O00000000000000OD+O0
B(6,3) = -.2203622318524367D+00
;:::, B(6,q) = •1774085144339713D.,.O0
i : B(6,5) = •0000000000OO000OD+O0
iJ. BO(7) = 1691q91924658049D+00
i " B(7,1) = .1686177657726157D+00
!_" B(?,2) = -.272577667qlTq607D-O2
+_. B(7,3) = -.5296532249363373D-01
_q- B(7,4) = .228193788692128qD-01







_ZOHA = 0,6000000D+00 - Cono].uded A
B(7,6) m .2221621462663522D+00
SCALED NORMOF TEC, 0t(6) m .3812914D-02
SCALEDSTABILITY LIMITS Rz (-,2700D+01t 0,0)
I: (.1870D+01, .2978D t´. . J ,ll , ii
SZOHA= 0.6500000D+00
A(1) = .384615384615._846D+00
#,(2) - . 5769230769230769D+00
A(3) = .1420118343195266D+01
A(4) = .1538461538461538D+01





C(2) = -. 16646t16463782353D+02
C(3) -" • 3534560752026778D-01 !
C(tl) = -. 16550629702115t16D-01 1
C(5) ffi -. 1697810990360506D+00 1
C(6) = .2717921870222296D+01














SCALED NORM OF TEC, GI(6) = .1775157D-02




_IOMA = 0.7000000D ØlJ
A(1) = .3571428571428571D+00











C(7) = .7861777114316768D , x j
BO(6) = .1571q94738728330D+00








B(7,3) = .1537q880qSq39003D-01 i
B(7,4) = -.4453qq8339869780D-02 ]
B(7,5) = -.4789538986188459D-02 Ii
B(7,6) = .q875575296569375D-01 i
SCALED NORM OF TEC, GI(6) = .1430145D-02






























B(7,2) = -.226q502174892697D ¤3 .44879q7377765493D-02
_ B(7,q) = .1726173816542408D-01
_! B(7,5) = -.137301993_089543D-01
B(7,6) = .8366198741256116D-01
SCALEDNORM OF TEC, G*(6) = o3651727D-02
_._ SCALEDSTABILITYLIMITS R: (-.5201D+01,0.0). I: (0.0,0.0)
SIGMA = 0.800000OD+O0
_i A(1) = .312500000000000OD+00
,. A(2) = .4687500000000OOOD+00
_. A(3) = .1153846153846154D+01
_; A(4) = .1250000000000000D+01
_._ A(5) = .6250000000000000D+00
_;: A(6) = .4300000000000000D+00
L, " A(7) = .5800000000000000D+00
i.. C(O) • .9177701437947632D-01
i', C(1) = .O000000000000000D+O0i
_. C(2) = -.8899911158150710D+01
_. C(3) = .1190999330473690D+00
C(4) = -._77965OO70206462D-01








_IGRA _ O.80OO000D+O0 - Conaludod














SCALED NORM OF TEC, G*(6) = .3770641D-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMIT3 R: (-o2700D_01, 0oO)
SIGMA = 0.8500000D+OO
A(I) = .2941176470588235D_OO




Ii C(I) = .O000000000000000D+O0
0(2) = -o1432598557850752D %_,_ C(3) .163772xi5022 981 D+O0
I; C(q) = -. 602506709,q271176D-O1C(5) = -. 6051223123962511D+00
_' C(6) = 1221191q69286895D+O2ii C(7) = .352776107868qo7oD+oI
BO(6) = .118403q7634708021)+00
io B(6,1) = .3012366421081962D+00
B(6,2) = .O000000000000OOOD 0*Iv










_ZGNA = O.8500000D+00 - ConeEuded A
B0(7) = .8853309076199897D-02
B(Ttl) • .?22?5883007333809+00




SCALED NORM OF TEC, 0*(6) = .361193gD-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-62788D+O1t 0.0)
I: (.1605D  ¤ .3232D+01)
SIGMA = 0.9000000D+00






















B(7_I) = .3_84586106037708D 









...... i i ,,i i i _
11 SIQM_ _ 0 ° 9('}00000D'_00 m' C°nQ lu'dQd
,mu . . L • i1,11 ,
B(7,6) - .1247590583949670D `SCALED NORM OF TEC, G*(6) = .3609105]>-02
SCALED STABILITY LIMIT8 R' (-.2269D l¤ 0.0)
I: (0.0, . 11421>_.01)
i i i i
SIGMA = 0.9500000D+00
A(1) = .2631578947368q21D  ` _
A(2) = •394736842I052632D+00
A(3) = .97165991902834011)+00 .=
























SCALE'aNORM OF TEC, 01(6) = .1910657D-01
SCALED STABILITY LIMITS R: (-.1946D+01, 0.0)
I: (.12601)+01, .2208D_ H..11 i, i H.
i_ 72
_:,
